New Horizon in Islamic Economic Studies:
From Islamic Finance to Comprehensive Islamic Economic System

Program:

DAY 1 (23 July, 2009)

13:00-13:10 Opening Remarks by Prof. Yasushi Kosugi (Kyoto University)

13:10-13:25 Members Introduction

13:25-14:10 Workshop Speech 1

Speaker: Dr. Mehmet Asutay (Durham University),
"Locating Islamic Finance in Multiple Modernities: Searching for a Place in Secular Public Sphere through Banking and Finance"

14:30-17:45 Session 1: “Risk” in Islamic Finance

Speaker 1: Dr. Zurina Shafii (Universiti Sains Islam Malaysia),
"Risk Management in Islamic Finance: A Review of Risk Transfer Practices"

Speaker 2: Dr. Shahida Shahimi (Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia),
"Corporate Governance and Risk Management in Islamic Banks"

Speaker 3: Hylmun Izhar (Durham University),
"Identifying Operational Risk Exposures in Islamic Banking"

Speaker 4: Rifki Ismal (Durham University),
"How Do Islamic Banks Manage Liquidity Risk?"

Speaker 5: Ros Aniza Mohd.Shariff (Durham University),
"The Global Banking Crisis: Is There a Total Immunity for Islamic Banking and Finance?"
DAY 2 (24 July, 2009)

9:00-9:45 Workshop Speech 2

Speaker: Prof. Abdul Ghafar Ismail (Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia),
"Epistemology and Curriculum Reform in Islamic Economics: Special Reference to the Quran and Sunnah Studies"

10:05-11:50 Session 2: Theoretical Foundation of Islamic Economics

Speaker 6: Nazim Zaman (Durham University),
"Building Human Capital in an Islamic Development Paradigm: Trust and Faith in the Makkah Model"

Speaker 7: Dr. Shinsuke Nagaoka (JSPS, Kyoto University),
"Conflict and Coordination between Economic Feasibility and Sharia Legitimacy in Islamic Finance"

Speaker 8: Dr. Mehboob ul-Hassan (JSPS, Kyoto University),
"Khurshid Ahmad’s Contribution in Islamic Economics"

14:00-15:10 Session 3: Islamic Finance in Practice and Country Difference

Speaker 9: Zulkifli Hasan (Durham University),
"Regulatory Framework of Shari’ah Governance System in Malaysia, GCC Countries and the UK"

Speaker 10: Mohd Rahimie Abd Karim (Durham University),
"Islamic Investment Vs Unrestricted Investment: An Unlevel Playing Field?"

15:30-17:50 Session 4: New Horizon in Islamic Economic Studies

Speaker 11: Nobutada Takaiwa (Hitotsubashi University),
"Waqf and Trust: A Consideration of Property Arrangements in Islam and the West"
Speaker 12: Shamsiah Bte Abdul Karim (Durham University),
"Contemporary Shari'ah Compliant Structuring for the Management and Development of Waqf Assets"

Speaker 13: Suhaili Almaamun (Durham University),
"Islamic Estate Planning: Malaysian Experience"

Speaker 14: Muhammad Hakimi (Kyoto University),
"Theory of Sharecropping from Islamic Economics Perspectives"

17:50-18:00 Closing Remarks by Dr. Mehmet Asutay (Durham University)

Inquiries:
All inquiries concerning the symposium should be addressed to
KIAS Office, E-mail: inq-kias@asafas.kyoto-u.ac.jp